The CACHS
Current

May 19, 2020

The CACHS Current will be sent out via email approximately once a month to all current
students and parents. Our goal is to keep both students and parents informed about what is
happening in and outside of the classroom.

Classes (a glimpse of some)

Things outside
the classroom.

Math 10C: We are working on a graphing project. We get to design
and create pictures.
Math 31: Advanced integration techniques.
Math 10-3: Angles and parallel lines.
English 10: Prejudice, prejudice, prejudice.
English 20: Getting ready to leave the island.
Biology 20: Biogeochemical cycles. Field study coming.
Chemistry 30: Finishing up redox reactions.
Bible 10: Continuing to study the Bible.
Biology 30: Finishing genetics. Starting ecology.
Physics 20: Working with pendulums and springs.
Social 30: We survived the red scare, will we survive the Covid
scare?
Social 20: We have learned about the 1st great depression. Are we
now in the second great depression?
Foods 10/20/30: Still cooking.
Photography: Preparing a portfolio.
Psychology: Development of personality.
Green Certificate: All final tests are to be completed online.
Students need to contact Pamala Church and schedule times.
Art 10/20/30: Students are completing assignments.
Work Experience/RAP: Students are still able to get 1 credit for
every 25 hours worked in an approved work site. Those placements
that began before school shut down will receive some credits.

CACHS Sounds of
Spring Contest

Congratulations to our
winner:
Kristy van de brake!

CACHS Assembly: Assemblies are occurring regularly.
Links are sent the week of the assembly and all students
are encouraged to join. Take this opportunity to join with
CACHS community as we praise the Lord and celebrate
that God is in control.
CACHS Basketball: The 1A league all stars were
announced. Congratulations to Raya Tenbrinke, Braeden
Postmus and Nathan Baong! Nathan was the league MVP
as well.
CACHS Grad: We are looking forward to the time when
we can celebrate with our grade 12’s. Decisions are still
being made in regards to when this can happen.
Everyone misses meeting together in person, and we
eagerly await a time when we can join in celebration.

